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Help! My Gender Has Been Stolen! 
(Identity Theft • May 25/26, 2019) 

HOOK: ————————————————————————————————————————— 
Following Jesus can feel disorienting in today’s world because the culture around us is operating with a 
narrative that is night-and-day different than the biblical narrative. The new cultural narrative goes like this: 

1. You must be true to yourself. 
2. You must be free to live any way you want. 
3. You have to do what makes you happy. 
4. No one has the right to tell you what is right or wrong for you. 
5. Only you determine your standards of right and wrong. 

You live in this all week and then arrive here on Sunday and feel disoriented because the biblical narrative 
contradicts the cultural narrative. The biblical narrative goes like this: 

1. God exists. He designed and created us and the universe and called it good. 
2. God’s authority supersedes human autonomy. He established truths as boundaries for us to live within. 
3. Sin is real and has wreaked havoc on all creation. 
4. God did not leave us to the power of sin but gave us power over sin through Jesus. 
5. What happens in this life matters in the next life. 

During this series, we’re talking about how the culture has stolen our identity as humans made in God’s image, 
in particular in regard to gender and sexuality. Now, teaching on a hot cultural topic challenges me because I 
need to teach with two postures and two voices because I have two audiences: (1) You who profess Jesus as 
Lord and see yourself as part of the church under the authority of Jesus. If this is you, then you are called to 
learn and live within the biblical narrative. We look for truth in the Bible first and obey it even when it 
contradicts our feelings and desires because we believe God is good and has our best interest at heart. (2) You 
who do not profess Jesus as Lord. Maybe you’re here today, maybe you’re listening/watching by podcast. If 
that’s you, I absolutely want you to learn about what God has to say through the Bible and to see its beauty, but 
I certainly have no expectation that you are living or want to live under the Bible’s authority. 

So, I have a challenge when it comes to cultural hot topics. And we are definitely addressing a hot topic, one 
that involves the invitation to build your identity on the foundation of the acronym LGBTQ. 

I want to remind you that if you have any questions about the topics of gender and sexuality, please write them 
on your Connect card and put it in the offering basket. Pastor James and I are collecting your questions and 
we’ll address as many as we can at 2 Q&A forums on the evenings of June 2 & 9. So, let us hear from you. 

Last week we dealt with the LGB part of the acronym which involves sexuality. This week we address TQ 
which involves gender. Gender issues have exploded culturally within the last decade. What was once 
considered on the margins is now mainstream. And many of us feel disoriented as a result. So, what I need to do 
first is define some terms and set the stage. 

Transgender - An umbrella term for the many ways in which some people experience incongruence between 
their biological sex and their gender identity. A transgender person often feels trapped in the wrong body. 
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Queer - A term for people do not identify or express their gender or sexuality according to common cultural 
norms. Not everyone who identifies as queer identifies as transgender. Many people simply identify with it as 
an aesthetic. This term has a complicated history as a reclaimed slur, and one should exercise caution using it. 
 
Gender Dysphoria - a fairly new term used by psychologists to describe the level of distress that often (but not 
always) comes with being transgender. Many people who identify as transgender experience gender dysphoria, 
but some don't. And not everyone who experiences gender dysphoria identifies as transgender. 

Nonbinary Gender Identity - A gender identity other than male or female. Also referred to as gender-queer, 
gender-fluid, pangender, gender nonconforming, or omnigender. 

Gender Unicorn (http://www.transstudent.org/gender/) – a leading means for transmitting these concepts 
culturally.  

Now, some of you are stifling yawn right about now because for you this is pretty basic stuff. But for others, I 
just blew your mind! But, like it or not, this is current cultural reality. If we’re going to engage in meaningful, 
loving conversation with our neighbors we need to understand their world. And before I go any further, I want 
to emphasize this is about PEOPLE, more than ISSUES. Let me introduce you to Brandon. (Read from Love 
Thy Body pp. 193-4). Some here today can relate with Brandon. Those who can’t are called to compassion. 

A couple more definitions for two key words we’re familiar with, yet definitions are in flux: 

Sex - refers to one’s biology. More precisely, a person’s sex is determined by sexual anatomy, reproductive 
organs, hormones, and chromosomes. Generally speaking, this is self-evident in most people. You may have 
heard of a term Intersex. This refers to a very small percentage of people who are born with rare chromosomal 
or anatomical abnormalities that are a blend of male & female. That’s a real and important issue that I’m setting 
aside today because we have enough challenges to address! Different category; different conversation. 

Gender - In the 1950’s this word was coined and popularized in academic circles as part of the feminist 
movement to talk about the cultural expression of one’s sex. This is where gender roles came into the cultural 
conversation. But, up until the 1970s, it was synonymous with sex. In the 1980’s gender began replacing the 
term sex in everyday usage because sex also referred to sexual intercourse and that could be confusing. But, 
again, gender meant same thing as biological sex…until about a decade ago when the meaning of gender 
became very elastic. People now use this term to mean one or more of the following: 

- Biological sex 
- How people express themselves: clothing, mannerisms, interests, etc. 
- Cultural expectations regarding manhood and womanhood 
- An internal sense of self (this is now the prevailing cultural usage) 

There’s a lot of confusion surrounding this term, which helps explain why Facebook has 71 different gender 
options and Tumblr lists 117. In 2017, a survey in Time magazine asked respondents to offer a term that best fit 
their gender. They received more than 500 unique responses. For most of us who are older than 30, this sounds 
crazy-making. But for those who are teens and twentysomethings, nonbinary gender identities are not only 
assumed, they’re fashionable; and thinking in binary terms like male/female, or even gay/straight, is considered 
old-school. In another recent survey 50% of young adults believe male & female aren’t the only options. Even 
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the term transgender is becoming less popular because it still assumes a male/female binary. So, bottom line: if 
you’re entering into a conversation about gender, get strapped in because you’re in for a wild ride!  

I want to say again, this may seem so odd to you that you are tempted to blow it off. “Kids these days!” As 
followers of Jesus, we don’t have that choice. This is our cultural moment. We are called to make disciples in 
this cultural context. Engaging culture always has two parts: understanding what God has revealed through the 
Bible and understanding culture. Engaging culture means gracefully speaking truth to culture and - this part 
may surprise you - humbly hearing truth from culture so we can repent of ways we’ve misunderstood, 
mischaracterized and misused the Bible and wounded people as a result. Let’s not forget, Jesus’ harshest words 
confronted the most religious people of his day who used their own rules and laws to condemn their culture 
thinking they were speaking for God when they weren’t even close to the heart of God. 

BOOK: ————————————————————————————————————————— 
So, that’s a very brief intro into our cultural context. Now let’s look at what the Bible says about gender. 

The same two passages we looked at last week on the topic of sexuality set the foundation for the topic of 
gender. They provide the picture of gender as God originally designed it: 

So God created human beings in his own image. In the image of God he created them; male and female he 
created them. Genesis 1:17 (NLT) 
20 He gave names to all the livestock, all the birds of the sky, and all the wild animals. But still there was no 
helper just right for him. 21 So the LORD God caused the man to fall into a deep sleep. While the man slept, the 
LORD God took out one of the man’s ribs and closed up the opening. 22 Then the LORD God made a woman from 
the rib, and he brought her to the man. 23 “At last!” the man exclaimed. “This one is bone from my bone, and 
flesh from my flesh! She will be called ‘woman,’ because she was taken from ‘man.’” 24 This explains why a 
man leaves his father and mother and is joined to his wife, and the two are united into one. Genesis 2:20-24 
(NLT) 

God’s image is displayed through humans, as male and female. God could have created an androgynous 
humankind to reflect his image, or he could have created dozens, hundreds or thousands of different kinds of 
humans, but there’s something unique about female and male. 

First, Genesis introduces humanity created as a male/female binary with no distinction between sex and 
gender. 

Jesus affirmed this: Some Pharisees came and tried to trap him with this question: “Should a man be allowed to 
divorce his wife for just any reason?” 4 “Haven’t you read the Scriptures?” Jesus replied. “They record that 
from the beginning ‘God made them male and female.’” 5 And he said, “This explains why ‘a man leaves his 
father and mother and is joined to his wife, and the two are united into one.’ 6 Since they are no longer two but 
one, let no one split apart what God has joined together.” Matthew 19:3-6 (NLT) 

The topic presented to him is divorce, but important for us today, look where he starts. The Scriptures. You are 
people under the authority of God and his Scriptures. Interestingly, he then emphasizes male and female. What 
does gender have to do with marriage and divorce? Maleness and femaleness are written into the fabric of the 
universe, each uniquely valuable as God made them to be. When asked a question about marriage, Jesus doesn’t 
start with culture, he starts with creation. And he emphasizes the importance of male and female in doing so. 
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Basically, telling them and us: you don’t get to define gender and you don’t get to define marriage. God created 
humanity for his good purposes. Notice what comes next: 

7 “Then why did Moses say in the law that a man could give his wife a written notice of divorce and send her 
away?” they asked. 8 Jesus replied, “Moses permitted divorce only as a concession to your hard hearts, but it 
was not what God had originally intended. 9 And I tell you this, whoever divorces his wife and marries someone 
else commits adultery—unless his wife has been unfaithful.” Matthew 19:7-9 (NLT) 

They respond with a question about law and Jesus nips it. Even law is beholden to design and creation! Law 
exists as wide boundaries to restrain immoral behavior because of the effects of sin. Some people say that Jesus 
widened the law, but here (and other places like Matthew 5) he clearly NARROWS the law and removes 
cultural exceptions. I find Jesus’ disciples’ response fascinating: 

10 Jesus’ disciples then said to him, “If this is the case, it is better not to marry!” Matthew 19:10 (NLT) 

Anyone who has been married more than a few minutes knows why! It’s hard! Jesus’ response is intruiging: 

11 “Not everyone can accept this statement,” Jesus said. “Only those whom God helps. 12 Some are born as 
eunuchs, some have been made eunuchs by others, and some choose not to marry for the sake of the Kingdom of 
Heaven. Let anyone accept this who can.” Matthew 19:11-12 (NLT) 

Now by now you’re wondering what this has to do with gender. Gender, sexuality and marriage is written into 
the fabric of creation. But gender and sexuality are not only about marriage. Eunuchs were men with mutilated 
genitals, whether by birth or as slaves (whether by nature or nurture). Jesus isn’t making a point about eunuchs 
or how they became that way; he’s making a point about priority. Something more important than gender, 
sexuality and marriage is at stake: The Kingdom of God. Sometimes in church we emphasize and even assume 
marriage at the expense of the wonderful option of being single and serving God’s Kingdom. In many ways 
we’ve contributed to the struggle around sexuality and gender with our narrow focus on those who are married 
and our shallow assumption that single people are somehow second-class citizens in the Kingdom of God. 

So, gender is introduced in Genesis and affirmed by Jesus: human beings created as a male/female binary with 
no distinction between biological sex and gender. 

Second, the Bible prohibits crossing gender boundaries. 

A woman must not put on men’s clothing, and a man must not wear women’s clothing. Anyone who does this is 
detestable in the sight of the LORD your God. Deuteronomy 22:5 (NLT) 

This has to do with gender expression, but once again more is at stake than gender expression. If you were here 
last week, you heard me emphasize the importance of knowing where you are in the Bible. This comes from the 
law given to the nation of Israel. We don’t just pull this out of its context and use it how we wish. The purpose 
of moral law in the Torah is to expose sin in all its many forms, reveal the guilt of every human, and point to 
our need for a Savior. That’s all I’ll say this week, please find the podcast and listen to last week’s message. 

This instruction in Deuteronomy is reflected by the Apostle Paul in 1 Corinthians 11:2-26. For the sake of time, 
I’m not going to walk through it and instead invite you to read it on your own. What I want you to notice is how 
Paul addresses culturally appropriate expressions of gender differences in corporate worship. Paul’s overall 
purpose in his letter to the Corinthians was bringing order to chaos. The church in Corinth was chaotic because 
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the culture the culture around them was chaotic. Over and over, Paul called them out of the chaos of culture and 
into their identity in Christ. And where does he go to bring a sense of order for gender expression: Genesis 2. 

Throughout the Bible, biological females are expected to identify and express themselves as women and 
biological males are expected to identify and express themselves as men. Now before you say, “Aha! I knew it. 
We just need men to men and women to be women like the Bible says!” we need to humble ourselves and 
receive correction from the cultural moment we live in. You see, we in the church talk about biblical manhood 
and womanhood. Yet, sadly, we often present culturally bound images when we do; like men who grunt, avoid 
emotions, and love the trinity (football, Harleys, and hunting); and women who are sweet, sensitive, quiet and 
deferential. Not that these things are bad, just narrow. And when we back these images up with carefully 
selected Bible passages, we declare expressions of masculinity and femininity that are narrower than what we 
see in the whole of the Bible. For example: 

In the Exodus story, God gifted two men Bezalel and Oholiab to cut stones and carve wood, AND to made 
artistic designs and sew finely worked garments. 

And what do we make of the picture of femininity offered in the book of Judges when Deborah led Israel to war, 
and Jael drove a tent peg through Sisera’s head. 

David, the preeminent man in the Old Testament was the warrior famous for killing Goliath and defeating 
Israel’s enemies in war, but also played a harp, wrote poetry and wept openly in public! 

And when that pinnacle of femininity, the Proverbs 31 woman, is taught, often overlooked is the fact she ran a 
business to provide for her family. 

We cheer Jesus’ masculine strength, courage and boldness when he angrily turned over tables in the Temple, 
but what about when he cried over Jerusalem and said he wanted to gather his people like a mother hen 
gathering her chicks? The biblical descriptions of what it means to be a man or a woman are much broader 
than we may realize. 

God through Bible absolutely provides boundaries for gender, sexuality and marriage for our good and God’s 
glory. But they are WIDE boundaries! God made humans as male and female, that’s the boundary. But you can 
express your maleness or femaleness through a wide spectrum, just don’t cross over and believe you are the 
other gender or express yourself as the other gender! And you have great freedom when it comes to marriage: 
you can marry ANY OTHER adult of the opposite gender! Billions to choose from! But, just like Adam and 
Eve who could eat of ANY tree in the garden except one, freedom within wide boundaries just isn’t enough. 

LOOK: ————————————————————————————————————————— 
At the core, when it comes to gender identity, the issue is not new to our age and time. We just finished 
teaching through Ecclesiastes, and I can still hear its echoes: there’s nothing new under the sun.  

The core issue when it comes to gender is sovereignty: who gets to decide? We live in the age of the Sovereign 
Self. I get to decide. I am master of my fate and captain of my soul. That’s the core element of the new cultural 
narrative. When it comes to discovering “who you really are”, the culture asks: “Who do you think you are? Or 
“What does your internal sense of self tell you you are?” In other words, you don’t discover your gender 
identity, you declare it. Your words take priority over your biology. Ultimately, you speak yourself into 
existence. Think about that. Who spoke you into existence? Who formed you in your mother’s womb? When I 
declare myself something other than what God declared, I’m basically telling God: I know better. 
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Please hear me: in no way do I want to minimize the struggle that many experience on this issue. Gender 
Dysphoria and the longing to cross gender boundaries is real and painful. It is one part of the struggle to live in 
a fallen, broken world with fallen, broken minds and bodies. This is where Jesus’ invitation comes to all of us: 

“If any of you wants to be my follower, you must give up your own way, take up your cross, and follow me. 35 If 
you try to hang on to your life, you will lose it. But if you give up your life for my sake and for the sake of the 
Good News, you will save it.” Mark 8:34-35 (NLT)  

I find C.S. Lewis’ commentary on this very helpful: 

“The New Testament has lots to say about self-denial, but not about self-denial as an end in itself. “We are told 
to deny ourselves and take up our crosses in order that we may follow Christ; and nearly every description of 
what we shall ultimately find if we do so contains an appeal to desire. If there lurks in most modern minds the 
notion that to desire our own good and earnestly to hope for the enjoyment of it is a bad thing, I submit that this 
notion has crept in from [worldly philosophy] and is no part of the Christian faith. 

“Indeed, if we consider the unblushing promises of reward and the staggering nature of the rewards promised 
to us in the Gospels, it would seem that our Lord finds our desires not too strong, but too weak. We are half-
hearted creatures, fooling about with drink and sex and ambition when infinite joy is offered us, like an 
ignorant child who wants to go on making mud pies in the slum because he cannot imagine what is meant by the 
offer of a holiday at the sea. We are far too easily pleased.” C.S. Lewis - Weight of Glory 

Gender dysphoria is one of innumerable ways we struggle with our desires. If that is you today then without 
diminishing, demeaning or condemning your struggle, I invite you as I invite myself and everyone else in here: 
trust Jesus with your yearnings and follow him into the unblushing promises and staggering rewards he 
promises. 

TOOK: ————————————————————————————————————————— 
I realize that’s a lot to absorb. I want to address two application points as I close. 

First, you are not now an expert on gender just because you listened to this message. I certainly don’t see myself 
as one! This issue is highly complex and very fluid in our culture. I invite all of us to take a humble, learning 
posture toward it. After the discussion questions, I’ve provided a list of resources that have helped me 
tremendously. Also, remember James and I will be leading a Q&A time on Sunday evenings, June 2 & 9, from 
6:30-8:00. Let us hear your questions! 

Second, we have absolutely no room to condemn anyone on this issue. Every person, whether we agree with 
them or not, deserves our respect as God’s image bearers. Every. Person. As followers of Jesus, we welcome, 
we extend grace, we serve, and we invite into relationship. That doesn’t mean we deny our biblical foundations, 
but we invite people into truth with a loving posture. 

In a couple weeks, on June 1, Hillsboro will host a Pride festival a few blocks away in Orenco. Some here are 
excited about that; others may feel deeply disturbed. Can we agree on one thing? These are our neighbors! May 
we not forget, that Jesus spent a great deal of time with people far from God, so much so he was accused by the 
religiously faithful of being a glutton, a drunk, and a friend of sinners. I’m convinced that if we follow Jesus in 
this cultural moment, he will take us to that event not away from it; and we would go with him to make friends, 
not to make a point. 
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_____________________________DISCIPLESHIP QUESTIONS_________________________________ 
 

HEAD: These questions help you examine the truth of God’s Word. 
1. Read each of the Bible passages referenced in this message. Do you agree with the conclusions about 

biblical gender? Why or why not? What other passages should be included in the conversation? 

 
2. Read Romans 1:6-7, 12:1-2 and 2 Corinthians 5:17-21. What do they say about the basis for our identity? 

Why do you think so many see their gender as “who they are” and build their identity from it? 
 

HEART: These questions help you wrestle with what you believe. 
3. What happens inside you when you think about transgender people? What thoughts come to mind? What 

feelings? What reactions? How might these thoughts and reactions keep you from showing compassion to 
someone who is living a transgender identity? 

 
4. Read 1 Timothy 1:15. Would you fight with Paul over the distinction of being considered the worst sinner 

on the planet? Worse than someone celebrating their transgender identity?  
 

HANDS: These questions help you bring the truth into your everyday life.  
5. What are some expressions of masculinity and femininity that are more cultural than biblical? What do you 

think is at the heart of biblical masculinity? Femininity? What Scriptures support your view? 
 
6. In what ways can your family/group/church make space for people who don’t match up to gender 

stereotypes that come from culture but not the Bible (e.g. real men love sports; real women love to cook)? 

 
7. If someone came to Sonrise whose gender looked ambiguous, how would you approach them? What 

questions would you ask? How would you make them feel welcomed? 
 
HABITS: These questions help you develop beliefs and behaviors that change your life. 
8. Consider attending the Hillsboro Pride Day in Orenco on June 1 with the same posture Jesus displayed in 

Matthew 9:9-13. 
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Gender & Sexuality Resources 

Websites 

https://centerforfaith.com 
https://www.authenticintimacy.com/  

https://www.pursuegod.org/parenting-your-kids-through-gender-identity/ 
Books 

Allberry, Sam. Is God Anti-Gay? 
Butterfield, Rosaria. The Secret Thoughts of an Unlikely Convert. 

Butterfield, Rosaria. Openness Unhindered. 
Hill, Jackie. Gay Girl, Good God: The Story of Who I Was, and Who God has Always Been. 

Pearcey, Nancy. Love Thy Body. Answering Hard Questions about Life and Sexuality. 
Roberts, Vaughan. Transgender. 

Shaw, Ed. Same-Sex Attraction and the Church: The Surprising Plausibility of the Celibate Life. 
Slattery, Juli. Rethinking Sexuality. 

Sprinkle, Preston. People to be Loved: Why Homosexuality is not Just an Issue. 
Stanton, Glenn. Secure Daughters Confident Sons: How Parents Guide Their Children into Authentic 
Masculinity and Femininity. 
Stanton, Glenn. Loving My (LGBT) Neighbor: Being Friends in Grace & Truth. 

Walker, Andrew. God and the Transgender Debate. 
Yarhouse, Mark. Understanding Sexual Identity. A Resource for Youth Ministry. 

Yarhouse, Mark. Homosexuality and the Church. 
Yuan, Christopher. Holy Sexuality and the Gospel. 

Yuan, Christopher. Out of a Far Country. 
Videos 

Tim Keller (sexuality). https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=386&v=IZFCB9sduxQ  

Ravi Zacharias (sexuality). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPYRXop7aPA  
Vince Vitale & Ravi Zacharias (gender). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfP-x9b_biQ  

N. T. Wright (sexuality). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKxvOMOmHeI  
Christopher Yuan (sexuality). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UC05Razdg_Y  

Sam Allberry (sexuality). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAQ8S5gRvDY  
Sam Allberry (gender). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-7Q5K003lvk  

Small Group Curriculum 
Sprinkle, Preston Grace//Truth 1.0: Five Conversations Every Thoughtful Christian Should Have About 
Faith, Sexuality & Gender. 
Sprinkle, Preston Grace//Truth 2.0: Five More Conversations Every Thoughtful Christian Should Have 
About Faith, Sexuality & Gender. 



READ THE LABEL FOR REAL |WEDNESDAY MAY 29| 11:00AM 
The topic is: “Read the label for REAL nutrition:  What food labels say, how 
ingredients are ranked, and how to get the best nutrition for the BEST price”. 
Sonrise Dining hall. 
 

YOUTH GROUP |TIME CHANGES | SUNDAY 6-7:30 
High School & Middle School meeting together Sunday at 6pm Starting May 19th 
Sonrise Campus West entrance. Contact: Pastor Taylor - taylorv@isonrise.com 
 

FATHER’S DAY | GOLF TOURNAMENT | CAR & MOTORCYCLE SHOW | 
JUNE 15 & 16 
Join us for a golf tournament Saturday June 15th at Sunset Grove. Contact Doug 
Weaver 503-314-4309. Be a part of the show, bring your classic car or motorcycle to 
our Sunday services June 16th. Contact: Kevin 503-866-4020 
 

SENIOR LUNCH 60+ | MONDAY THRU THURSDAY | 11:30AM  
Join us for lunch provided by “Meals on Wheels” in the Sonrise Dining Hall. Come as 
early as 10AM for coffee, socializing and scheduled activities. Contact Gloria 503-
648-2950 
 

GOSPEL CHOIR NIGHT | MAY 31 | 7-8:30PM 
Join the Sonrise choir for a night of music focused on some of the music of the 
past. Come and enjoy, sing along and celebrate with us! Main auditorium Sonrise 
church. 
 

LET’S TALK ABOUT IT Q&A | JUNE 2&9 | SUNDAYS |6:30-8PM 
Pastors James and Pastor Shane will be spending time responding to questions 
submitted during our Identity Theft Series regarding gender, sexuality and identity. 
 

NIGHT OF WORSHIP | JUNE 21 | 7-8PM 
Join us for a powerful evening of praise and worship as our church family comes 
together with others under one roof to lift up the name of Jesus, at our quarterly 
Friday night of worship. Main auditorium - Sonrise church. 
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SATURDAY NIGHT SERVICE CHANGED TO SUNDAY | JUNE 23 |6PM 
To provide and encourage a healthy rhythm of Sabbath for everyone we are 
switching our Saturday service and moving it to Sunday night same time 6PM 
Starting the weekend of the June 23 
 

SUMMER IN USA (SUSA) | JUNE 28-JULY 28 
Host a Basque student this summer for a month in this reverse-mission 
opportunity. Contact Mandi Bailey at sonrise@summerintheusa.com 
 

MEALS MINISTRY | JOIN THE TEAM 
Providing Home cooked meals after surgeries, illnesses, new-births or family losses. 
Contact: Heather Brown at heatherb@isonrise.com 
  
YESHUA BAND CONCERT | FRIDAY | JULY 12 | 6:30PM 
Our Jeevan Jyothi Indian Ministry is hosting a night of praise and good news. All are 
welcome to join us! Sonrise Church | Main Auditorium. 
 

PROJECT NEVER AGAIN | JUNE 2 & JUNE 8 
Oregon’s Project Never Again- supporting children in foster care by giving them duffel bags 
to replace garbage bags! Volunteer opportunities this June 2 & June 8 at Sonrise. For details 
contact Judy@ 503.341.7515 or judy.neveragainnpo@gmail.com 
 

DINNER/DATE NIGHT | JUNE 21| 6-7:30PM | $15 PER PERSON 
Join our HS Youth as they fundraise for summer camp. Our youth will be hosting a 
dinner/date night from 6:00PM-7:30PM on Friday, June 21st. Tickets are $15 and 
there will be a dessert auction at the end of the night. Childcare is provided.  
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